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ne of the recurring themes
from the 2009 National Convention is our failure to start
events on time.
To all those that provided this and other
feedbacks we thank you, and pledge
that the Michigan Team will always listen and seek opportunities to improve
our performance.
However, this feedback gives us the opportunity to engage in a courtesy discussion with respect to time and data
management. Look within your local
chapters and local associations, how are
you doing with time and data manage-

Mr. Obong Umana
National President AKISAN

ment. Do some soul searching and
please start with self, did you attend
your last meeting
See president’s address on page 5
on time?

Akisan Scholarship committee Report
By Mrs. Emem Isok - Nsuk

T

he AKISAN Scholarship Project Committee is pleased to
inform the members that after
the August 2009 National Convention, the allocated scholarship funds
for 2008/09 have been disbursed to the

recipients both in US and Akwa Ibom
State of Nigeria.
Due to the country wide strike in Nigerian universities, funds were not immediately disbursed as planned.
See story on page 7
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Advocate for the Rights of our Citizens

very
time I
witness
innocent citizens
being abused by
Eti Umana
the very law enNewsletter/Publicity
forcement agents
who are charged to protect them, I
get choked and angry. Of course,
no one seems to care. The very
people who are supposed to enforce laws and protect citizens
have become their worst enemies.
Alarmingly, both police and military brutality is becoming so normal that no one dares to complain
about it. The average citizen is
horrified, and I believe it is deplorable, outrageous and wrong.

cause she refused to give him pure wa- own country. They get angry,
ter when asked.
which often times gets them into
more trouble with the authorities;
I also witnessed firsthand an innocent
however, this is the only way they
young man thrown into jail, because
policemen were unable to find the sus- know to vent their distaste for the
pects. So, to make good of themselves, injustices. Meanwhile, legal practhey just went for any available body. titioners are turning a blind eye to
This one was personal because it inthe situation. I was shocked when
volved a close friend. I have known
one, whom I am told is highly
the victim for a long time, and wasn‘t regarded in Akwa Ibom, also adgoing to let the police get their way.
vised me to withdraw my comAlthough I was able to prove his innocence to the divisional police inspector plaint against the officers, simply
because I was not a permanent
and get him out of jail, I was struck
when people advised against lodging a resident of Akwa Ibom state and
police brutality complaint. They told may not be aware of my friend‘s
me to keep quiet and be careful going involvement in gang activities.
after those involved; it just happened Tell me, would that justify his
that he was ―at the wrong place at the
arrest when he did nothing?
My experience during a visit home wrong time‖. These are a few of the
this past summer was seeing driv- incidences I witnessed that made me
So, does it matter that I don‘t live
ers yanked out of their commercial sick to my stomach; however, there
in Akwa Ibom state and as such
are so many more. I learned that
could not question why the pobuses and butt stocked with weapyoung girls are raped by police on a
licemen violated an innocent
ons; cyclists whipping on top of
daily basis, but they can‘t take their
man? That leads me to ask why
bikes as they dashed away to escase to authorities for fear of retaliathe social elites and the legal puncape unnecessary demand for
tion and ridicule.
dits, who are trained to undermoney; and even a poor hawker,
stand the system and know the
who was barely making sales, be- That‘s how bad it is; people are desen- law, could not lead the fight in
sitized to the system that they don‘t
ing slapped by a policeman bedefense of our people?
even think they have rights in their
Story continues on p3
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November 8 — 2009 AKISAN National Leadership Town
Hall Meeting ( Teleconference– open to all Association Members )



November 14, 2009 — AKISAN 1st Joint Council/BOT Meeting (Miami, FL. )



February 21, 2010 — AKISAN National Leadership Town Hall
Meeting ( Teleconference– open to all Association Members )
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It Is Up To You by Lord Clekpong

ne of the first things successful people realize is the
old adage, if it is to be, it is
up to me. That is, for you, the fact
that your success is up to you. This
doesn‘t mean that you do it all alone.
It simply means that you take responsibility for your life.
Too many people today look at opportunity and figure it is up to someone else to make sure they get it.
They look at financial security and
hope that the government the public
will make sure they live safely in retirement or in case of disability. They
wait and wait, figuring that it is up to
someone else. And then the wait is
over, and it is too late to do anything.
Their life is over and they are filled
with regret.
This isn‘t true for you however. You know
that you must take responsibility for
your life. It is up to you. The fact is
that nobody else is going to do it for
you; you must do it yourself.
Now, some people may say, Lord
Clem, that‘s a lot of responsibility.
Brothers and Sisters that is the best
news you can ever hear. You get to
choose your life. Hundreds of millions of people all around this world
would give anything to live in the

situation you do, just for the chance is great freedom in that.
to have the opportunity to take control of their destiny. It is up to you. It
You experience the joy
is a great blessing.
“Too many
of self-determination.
There is no greater
people today
pride than knowing you
Here is why:
set your mind on some- look at
thing and accomplished
You get to chart your own destiny.
it. Those who live with opportunity
Maybe you want to start school, or
a victim mentality
you want to start a small business and never get to experience and figure it
stay there. That‘s great because you the joy of accomplish- is up to
can choose that. Maybe you want to ment because they are
create a small chain of stores. Maybe always waiting for
someone
you want to have a net worth of $100 someone else to come
else to make
million. That‘s okay too. The idea is to the rescue. Those
that you get to choose. You can do
who take responsibility sure they
whatever you like. Different people get to live the joy of
have different dreams and they
seeing a job well done. get it.”
should live them accordingly.
Let me ask you a question: Where will you be
in 5 years? 10 years? 25
You can reap what you sow. Sleep in years? Do you know? Do you have
and go to work late and reap the re- an idea? Have you ever dreamed
turn. Or get up early and outwork the about it or set a goal for it? Are you
others and earn a greater return. Place willing to take responsibility and recyour capital at risk and earn a return ognize that, It is up to you?
or place it at greater risk and perhaps You will be wherever you decide to
reap a greater return. You decide
be in those timeframes.
what you will sow and, thus, what
You decide. It is up to you.
you will reap. No one else can stop
you from getting your dream. Yes,
Lord Clekpong is the president of
there will always be things that come
Akwa Ibom state Association,
up and people who may not like what
you are doing, but you can just move Massachusetts chapter
on and chart your own course. There

(Advocate for the Rights of our Citizens Cont’d)
Given all the noise, critics and write ups that I read
throughout some cultural forums by these well trained
elitists, I wonder why I do not see that same energy being put towards advocating for the rights of our citizens.
If nothing else, they could educate them so that they become aware of their basic rights.

cannot be curbed completely; however, we need
activists to voice out their outrage against injustices
and abuses. As long as we spend our energies attacking those who are trying to make a difference,
because we dislike their political, social or tribal
affiliations, the problem in our state and Nigeria as
a whole will only escalate. It is time we make our
voices heard. But let‘s do it with civility, without
antagonizing any particular individual or those in
charge. The time for amelioration is now.

1st Joint National/BOT
Council Meeting
November 13-14, 2009
Reservation Methods
Reservations may be secured by calling (305) 374-000. The Cut-off date is October 31, 2009
Please identify yourself under (AKISAN) Code.

Cancellation Policy
Please check with the hotel as no information is provided.

Transportation
Taxi: $27.00 per trip
Super Shuttle: $160.. Per trip
.

For Information
Ita Ntekim, President
Miami Chapter
(954) 554-0586

Dr. Ibanga Ikpe, PRO
(305) 332-2809

Buffer Eyo, BOT Treasurer
(305) 726-9682

Business meeting at
the recently concluded annual convention in Dearborn,
Michigan.
August 13-16

Hilton Miami Downtown
1601 Biscayne Boulevard
Miami, FL 33132
Phone (305) 374- 0000 for Reservation


Rate: $95.00 per night + tax



7 miles from Miami International
Airport Approx. 20 mins. drive



Walking distance from Bay Side
Mall / Hard Rock Café’



Ten minutes drive to South
Beach
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Courtesy Discussion from page 1
Did you call into your last teleconference on time; if you could
not attend, did you call or make
contact with organizers to excuse
yourself if as a stake holder you
are not available to attend?
To the schedulers and organizers,
did you ascertain that event/
meeting time was suited to the
majority of expected attendees?
did you effectively communicate
purpose and what is at stake? did
you confirm notice reached the
target audience? How about that
30 minutes to start time reminder (or whatever lead time is
appropriate)?
Lateness to meetings and events
has become standard operating
procedure.
We recognize that at a personal
level, folks have a flurry of activities they have to manage; that is
only natural.
However, there are times when
our time and data management
behaviors impact others.
Start time:
We have been to several meet-

ings where the participants come
in or call in after the scheduled
start time. This impacts others
who are on time. In many instances they have to wait for others to show or form a quorum,
and then the meeting/event runs
over it's scheduled end time, causing other time and data management issues (personal or community). The adverse domino effect is
usually evident at conventions and
council meetings. When we end
up cancelling meetings, a lot of
vested time and other resources
are wasted. This is particularly disconcerting to those who made
personal sacrifices to plan for
meetings and/or events. It is embarrassing when non member
guests are seated on time, yet organizers and members are missing.
One meeting: sidebar conversations may be helpful to clarify
what is being presented. However
we need to keep them to a minimum, and keep them quiet. They
are distractions to other people
trying to listen to a recognized

speaker.
Cell Phones: ringing The adverse
domino effect is
phones could be a usually evident at
distraction to pre- conventions and
senters in meetings council meetings.
or events. Further When we end up
cancelling
more, when you
meetings, a lot of
take a call, it appears you are not vested time and
other resources
interested on what are wasted.
the presenter or
recognized speaker
has to say. This is particularly embarrassing and inappropriate when
we have non member observers or
presenters.
Oh! Please put your phone on mute
during teleconferences if you are
not the active speaker.
We are not naïve to think that we
can completely eliminate these issues; however, we should be mindful of the impact that our behaviors
and actions have on others, and
make the sacrifice to attend meetings and events on time, focus on
the one meeting, and turn off your
cell phones or put them on vibrate.

Obong Umana (L) National
President and Emmanual Ekop
Maryland chapter President
shake hands in the spirit of cooperation during the 2009
Convention in Dearborn, MI.
Maryland will host the 2010
Convention.
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By: Itoro Akpan-Iquot

he ―New and Improved‖ AKISAN
website, AKISAN.org, launched
with much fanfare on February 9,
2009. The mandate given to me was clear:
Create an interactive website that will keep
members nationwide (and Akwa Ibomites
worldwide, for that matter) coming back for
more. This was to be achieved by making it
possible for members to register/pay dues
online as well as provide photo/video galleries, a market place for the sale of AKISAN
products, a means to generate revenue via
ads. In addition, the site was to create an
avenue for social networking via Facebook
and Twitter. The website has achieved all
the above, and then some.
AKISAN.org comprises:
The main site: www.akisan.org
 The Online Community:
http://akwaibomusa.ning.com/
 Facebook Page:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/AkwaIbom-State-Association-of-Nigeria-USAInc/92906889718?ref=nf


Twitter Page: http://www.twitter.com/
akisanusa



Link:http://www.akisan.org/newsletters/

Some interesting statistics (for the main site,

There was never a
dull moment at the
2009 annual convention in
Michigan. Attendees took time out
to have fun and
enjoy themselves
on the dance floor.
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2/9/09 – 10/31/09):
 300 registered members.
 78 of the 300 registered members (or
26%) paid their 2009 convention dues online.
 10,792 visits to the site.
 Average time spent on the site: 6 minutes
per visit
 The most popular portion of the site: The
photos/videos gallery section: http://
www.akisan.org/photo-and-video-galleries/
 Top 5 visits, country-wise came from:
US (45 States, lead by Texas with 1,270 visits), Nigeria (13 cities, with the top 5 being:
Lagos, Port Harcourt, Abuja, Jos and Kaduna), UK, Canada and Israel.
AKISAN.org has come a long way. Nevertheless, ―Itok adiok ndop nda‖ - We can not
afford to relax. Other associations are nowhere near us and are taking note of what
we‘re doing. To this effect, we would love
to hear from you. What do you like/dislike
about the site? What new features would you
like to see?
Please send all feedback to the Publicity
Committee at: newsletter@akisan.org.
AKISAN.org Webmaster
(itoro@bellsouth.net)
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AKISAN Scholarship project committee (contd. From page 1)
Now that schools are back in session, we have resumed contact
with each institution‘s bursary,
and departmental heads to ensure
that awardees are registered before any fund can be disbursed. Based on this process,
all registered students will soon
receive their funds. Also in US,
funds were disbursed to
all Akwa Ibom chapter scholarship award recipients.

Be also informed, as we are striving
towards supporting our young
Akwa Ibom men and women to attain their goals in any institution of
higher learning, we need to ensure
that we will continue to provide
these services in an ongoing basis
through fund raising. The scholarship project committee will be making changes for future scholarship
awards, by concentrating on institutions of higher learning in Akwa
Ibom and Cross River States . Akwa
Ibom indigenes in the Diaspora must

support and encourage educational
development in Akwa Ibom State.
The scholarship forms will also be
revised to make it user friendly,
and for easy tracking and monitoring.
AKISAN Scholarship Project Committee express sincere thanks to Ms.
Justina Ikpim of Washington
D.C. and the representative in
Akwa Ibom State for their support in the delivery of these funds to
the respective institution of Higher
learning in Nigeria.

With all the talk about Akwa Ibom State becoming the tourist destination of the south, and perhaps Nigeria as
a whole, Itu hills and its surrounding area, with its natural beauty is ripe for investment and development opportunities. Itu Hills is a true tourist destination and a must see during your visits to Akwa Ibom State.
Photo by Eti Umana

Not being a member of any of the societies that use nsibidi, I only understand as much as I am allowed to,
which is not a lot. However, I was born
into a culture where nsibidi is an open
secret. As a child I have often watched
nsibidi being performed among members of Ekpe and Ekpo secret societies.
During ceremonial rites of pasVictor Ekpuk – artist sage, some nsibidi
By admin on September 24, 2009 signs were painted as decorations on
the bodies of maidens. I also learned to
steer clear of sacred and restricted
spaces that were marked with nsibidi
rtist Victor Ekpuk takes objects. I could compare this to the
yellow police tape at crime scenes or
inspiration from a secretive writing language of his native restricted areas in the western societies.
Though my limited knowledge
Nigeria to communicate universal
of nsibidi signs today is from memory
themes. Though Victor understands
of observations and documented anonly some of this sacred language
thropological archives, what I undercalled Nsibidi, he draws his own
stand has immensely inspired the digraphic black and white script as a
rection my work has taken for the past
narrative background to his art. He
two decades that I have been a profesfreely uses everything from sand to
sional visual artist. My contact with
paint to black marker - along with a
nsibidi has inspired me to use the esjudicious pop of color — to express
contemporary human experience. At sence of this ancient art form to express my contemporary experience.
one point an artist-in-residence in
Amsterdam and now a U.S. citizen,
I know your degree is in fine arts
Victor knows no boundaries in his
and painting, but were you always
world or his art.
artistic growing up? Were there any
Tell me a bit about Nsibidi. What is particular influences or mentors that
inspired your path as an artist?
it, how much of it do you understand, and how does this inspire the As far back as I can remember, I could
script-like symbols you use in your draw good resemblances of objects and
people before I learned how to write. I
art?
would say that my mother was the
Nsibidi is an ancient form of sacred
first nurturer of my artistic gift. At a
communication among the male severy young age she encouraged me to
cret societies of the Ibibio, Efik,
Ejagham and Igbo peoples of south- enter competitions. So strong was my
eastern Nigeria. It uses mime, speech, love for art that I could not think of
and placement of objects and graphic anything else I‘d rather study in colsymbols that represent concepts. Be- lege, and my parents did
not dissuade me from this path. I am
ing secret codes of communication,
their meanings were revealed only to grateful to them for that.
initiates. Some aspects of these signs Art school in Nigeria was where
I encountered the many cultural and
are secularized and used for public
artistic styles and philosophies that
notices and record keeping. The
have influenced my work. I
graphic aspect of Nsibidi thus bewas introduced to
comes one of Africa‘s indigenous
forms in Yoruba art, Igbo art of body
writing systems.
and mural drawing called Uli,
and nsibidi scripts from Ibibio people.
Among the artists who were able to
MBUK AKWA IBOM (NEWSLETTER)

A

contextualize these classical art forms
into contemporary expression were
Agbo Folarin and Obiora Udechukwu.
While these artists were not directly
mentoring me, their work presented a
perspective through which I realized my
path as an artist.
You talk about using Nsibidi signs
and your own script symbols as a narrative background to your compositions. Are you using these script symbols as a means of depicting human
discussion and interpretation of these
larger themes or experiences?
The narrative background that I use in
my works is not necessarily nsibidi,
per se; it is my invented pseudowritings that are generally not meant to
be read literally but rather to be appreciated holistically. Within this narrative,
however, are some recognizable symbols that are woven into the
subtext of the narrative. You are right
that I intend to engage viewers to bring
their own interpretation and experiences
to the works.
Do colors carry certain meanings or
vibrations for you? For example, does
blue represent something particular
in works like Eternal Dreamer or
Omniscience?
Certain colors do carry resonance with
me. I always seem to gravitate to ultramarine blue. I can‘t say this is always a conscious effort but few other
colors quite convey the essence of my
work. Ultramarine blue seems to convey very primordial psychic energy, so it is used in works like Eternal
Dreamer and Omniscience to express th
e human condition at the spiritual level
of consciousness.On a mundane level, I
like that ultramarine blue and primary
red are visually arresting, especially
against black backgrounds.
Is there a reason you draw your
script symbols in either black or
white? Is that simply to allow larger
color shapes to stand out from that
narrative, or is there an element of
contrast or opposition in human interaction that you intend to convey?
Continues on page 10
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The African parable of Isantim

A

long time ago in the
post deluge years
there was a rich,
young and very influential
prince, Isantim. His people
loved and respected him but
he was too princely to appreciate such good graces. Because of his mighty strength,
he succeeded to the clanship
throne of ruler ship becoming Isantim the third.
The Isantim had a very
curious way of thinking. He
could afford a house of brick
or stones but would rather
live in a temporary house of
bamboo sticks. Why? His
friends wanted to know.
Well, he could not live with
the thought of leaving any
lasting edifice for his community when he is gone.
After his kids graduated
from elementary school, he
sent everyone (7 kids) off to

Babylon , the Obio Mme
Akara of that time. The kids
were advised by the father
not to come home because
the witch would snuff their
lives. How could you bear
living life without your children? was the question. Who
will succeed you as the next
Isantim when you pass on?
He wanted his children to
have the best education possible in the world was his
clever answer.
The community got together some money for building a one bedroom hospital.
Isantim took the money and
brought a contractor. Year
after year the hospital would
not progress beyond the foundation stage. No one said
anything because it was the
chief. You must not question
the chief, was the rule.
It came time in the future

Akwa Ibom Convention &
Cultural Center
Zeke Etukudo
Akwa Ibom Cultural Center Committee Chair

U

by Okono Essien Okono

pon completion, Akwa Ibom Convention /Cultural Center
will be an historic landmark structure that we have been
waiting for.

when Isantim III took sick.
He asked to be taken to a
hospital and offered to pay
tons of money for the purpose. No one could take
him. The nearest hospital
was only 10 miles off and
that was also where the only
motorable road stopped.
Two days after, Isantim
III passed. There was no
house to keep him in because a strong wind came on
the day he died and blew
down the house. His kids as
well refused to come home
for the burial as their dad
had instructed them to keep
away from the village because it was full of witches.
At the time of writing,
they were still figuring out
his funeral.

The center will provide invaluable information about Akwa Ibom culture and its
people. Visitors will have a deeper understanding of the diverse customs and
its rich artistic environment. The center
will serve a myriad of purposes including:
 To serve as a landmark structure that
truly identifies our cultural heritage
 To enrich the lives of our children,
youths and adults through cultural education
 To provide an exquisite gathering
place for cultural exhibitions, performances, visual and literary arts.
 To promote cross cultural
awareness between Akwa Ibomites in
Diaspora and others.
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Victor Ekpuk (cont’d from page 8)

my recent projects, I have decided to go back to drawing as
the basis of my work. I am exploring drawing as an independent genre that is not a support for
painting. The best way to do that is
to express it as directly
as possible in simple black or
white lines on negative spaces.
When lines alone are what I have
to use, the quality and integrity of
the lines, as well
as design, become paramount
to the composition. Color in this
case is used when needed to support the drawing. Perhaps the finished works create an element of
debate or opposition in human interactions as you have
stated. Viewers may be drawn to
the works because of their aesthetic affinity to them, or their
resonance with the theme. I do not
set out to deliberately control how
people perceive my work.

other way around, considering that
the former predate the latter?

It may be that in the West, the modern art is the prism
through which most art styles that
engage abstraction is judged. It is
important to note that the artistic culture in Africa that informed and inspired the Modern movements in
Europe are not extinct. African art forms continue to
inspire ideas for universal artistic
creations, be it contemporary design
or contemporary visual
art. There are artists who were born
into these cultures who have chosen to continuously explore and be
inspired by the rich content of these
art forms without necessarily referencing Modernism. My composition
Medicine Bird is an interpretation of
a metal object among the Yoruba
called Opa Osanyin. The animal
forms in Night Watch are inspired by
terracotta equestrian figurines from
I’m struck by the contemporary the inland Niger region in Mali. In
feel of Night Watch and Medieach of these examples, it is imporcine Bird. Is it just the relative
tant to note the highly stylized and
simplicity of these works that
relatively simplified forms. It is this
seems modern, or are you influ- artistic tradition of reducing form to
enced at all by modernist art
its essence that I reference in my
forms and shapes?
contemporary work.

your creations, or do you have the
idea of what you want to convey
first and then choose
the materials and tools accordingly?
I like to experiment with different
materials. I do not believe that
drawing should be done the
way it‘s expected to be done, with
ink or dry media on paper. So I
am curious to see
what the possibilities are
for drawing on ceramics,
with digital pixels, and
so on. Sometimes the idea dictates
the medium; other times, I let
the work lead me to which medium
best suits it.
What are some of your favorite
things, whether they directly impact your work or just maWhat
are some of your favorite things,
whether they directly impact your
work or just make you happy?

Some of my favorite things: my
family, I like being a father to my
precocious ten year old
son, giving to the needy, taking
photographs, listening to good music, exploring the possibilities
of modern technology, and drinking
I often get comments about
While I engage the classical African strong tea.
how contemporary or modern my sculptural forms, of particular interwork looks. Perhaps this surprise is est to me are the graphic elements
borne out of an expectation that art inscribed on those sculptural pieces
created by an African is supposed as well as the linear patterns on muto look anything but contemporals, household utensils and body
decorations. These graphic drawings
rary or modern. For me, it is
inform my style.
like saying that a Fang mask

looks like a Picasso or a Fang
looks like Modigliani, or that
Japanese wood block prints look I see you combine or work with

like Vincent van Gogh‘s paintings. different materials and media. Are
these choices the starting point for
Shouldn‘t the description be the

MBUK AKWA IBOM (NEWSLETTER) ON-LINE @ www.akisan.org

You Have Not Failed Until You Blame Someone Else
By Ms. Emem Andrew

T

here are many reasons why
people fail. Topping any
list is – Excuses. Akwa
Abasi Ibom people have a culture
of hard work and diligence; we are
renowned for our culture of service, loyalty, honesty and friendly
lifestyle. These are noble characters
and worthy of emulation; yet sometimes we do take them to the extreme. We do not recognize the
boundaries between service and
servitude and in our blind loyalty
we
might malign our community and
pursue only our selfish goals.
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sistence and ability to overcome chal- the plan that will enable you adjust to
lenges.
current realities.
To achieve success in life, we must
first achieve self-mastery. To master
self, we must be disciplined. We
must be disciplined to think through
and create a vision of what we
want to achieve. Then we must set
goals to achieve this vision. Research
has shown that goals that are written
have a 70% better chance of being
achieved than goals that are unwritten. So write these goals on tablets so
that they that see might run with it!

Whether or not you achieve your
goals 100% you will never know until you conduct a ‗Look Back‘ review. Look back at your plans and
your execution; you could ask a close
friend or family member to join you
in an honest review. Check what you
did well, what you could have done
better and how you would set about
achieving the
same goals if you were to do this all
over again. And then write all these
down. This process is called
Then put a plan in place to achieve
‗Learning‘ by capturing this
your goals. Write a good plan and put ‗Learning‘ you can rate yourself on
in checkpoints along which you will
the achievement of your goals, it will
We do play the blame game. When call yourself and check yourself
never be a 0% neither will it be just
things do not go the way we want,
whether or not you are succeeding.
100%, as you continue this process,
we have a repertoire of factors we
At each checkpoint, you can make a
overtime you will achieve >>> 100%
can blame for our mishap; the gov- Go or NO GO decision. Then when
results! Note that
ernment, nepotism, tribalism, our
you get to a NO GO decision, have
success is relative and as long as you
skin colour, our colonial history,
another plan – Plan B- that would
are learning, then you are a success.
place of birth and finally top it off
give you
You only fail when you don‘t learn,
with ‗Ifot‘. We sometimes neglect
a viable alternative to still achieve
and you don‘t learn when you blame!
to heed the definition of success.
your goal. Finally also have a Plan C; So go ahead and be a success!! Learn
Success as defined by many sucthis is the plan that will help you
from your experiences!!!
cessful and wise people is a process modify your goals due to an expanand not luck. It is a process that
sion of your vision or due to the birth Emen resides in Port Harcourt, Nigeinvolves hard work, diligence, per- of an entirely new vision. Plan C is
ria.

Current Miss Akwa Ibom
USA, Fontanne Bassey
of Houston Chapter (L)
&
Former Miss Akwa Ibom
USA, Ima-Obong Usoro
of
New York chapter Share
a moment together immediately after Miss Akwa
Ibom 2009 crowning ceremony.
Photo by
Eti Umana
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The Inoyo Toro Foundation

The Inoyo Toro Foundation is a

which is intended to provide oppormanifestation of the dream of a the Inoyo Toro Foundation
tunities for students in Akwa Ibom
young couple who wants the best through its laudable initiatives
State public secondary schools to be
future for Akwa Ibom State. within a space of just two years,
mentored by indigenes of the state
Driven by a passion to positively has invested resources in recognizwho are professionals in various
affect lives and eradicate poverty ing and rewarding teachers who
fields.
through education, Mr. and Mrs. have excelled in the teaching of
Udom Inoyo took a giant step Physics, Chemistry, Biology, This initiative is yet another mileto put a face and structure around Mathematics and English Lan- stone by indigenes of Akwa Ibom
their humanitarian and public ser- guage subjects in public secondary State not just to put smiles on the
vice that they have long been in- schools in Akwa Ibom State with faces of our teachers but to eradicate
volved in, and this gave birth to the objective of encouraging the poverty through education.
the ―Inoyo Toro
Founda- teaching and learning of science
tion‖ believed in some quarters to subjects in schools, encouraging Visit Inoyo Toro Foundation at:
be the premier Education Founda- teachers to be more focused and to www.inoyotorofoundation.org, or
tion
in
Nigeria. supplement government‘s efforts

Email: info@inoyotorofoundation.org

The Foundation focuses on the in developing education.
recognition of teachers through
its Annual Award for Excellence The foundation‘s vision is to imin public secondary schools as prove the standard of education in
one of the ways to support educa- Akwa Ibom state, using teachers as

Did you
know?

tional development in Akwa Ibom the focal point and to complement
state in particular and Nigeria at Government‘s efforts in enhancing
the quality of education.

large.

Find a local

chapter

If you reside in the United
States, you can find your

Founded in January, 2008 in re- To achieve its vision, in addition to

local chapter or one clos-

sponse to the felt need for private the Annual teachers‘ Award for

est to you by visiting

sector involvement in eradicating Excellence, the Foundation has
poverty through education and also been involved in providing
supplementing

the

efforts

of skills enhancement platforms for

www.akisan.org today.
You can also inquire
about the chapter if you
need more information

Akwa Ibom state government to teachers and has recently introenhance the quality of education, duced

a

mentorship

program
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